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Nuclear communications and deregulated energy market

Case Study By
Antti Ruuskanen, IVO Group

The Nordic electricity market

The electricity market a over the world is facing the most profound change ever. The market is to
be deregulated, competition will be increased and companies privatised. The boom started from the
UK but today the Nordic market is the most liberalised in the world. The grid is the marketplace and
open to all generators. Even the households have the right to select their supplier there. It is not
only European Union backing this lucrative change but also countries like Hungary and south-east
Asian countries together with the US are looking for benefits from opening up the electricity
market.

Nordic market consists of annual power sales around 350 TWh and a only modest growth potential
of I 2 percent per year. All fuels and all technologies meet in the marketplace. Nuclear has its
good one fourth share of the production there. Nuclear is clearly for base-load with low marginal
costs next to hydro electric power. Prospects for any fuels, technologies and even companies are
based on sound business criteria and viable economy.

There are four major players in the Nordic market. Swedish Vattenfall, IVO Group and Swedish
Sydkraft are the three biggest in that order, and all of them have nuclear assets. IVO owns nuclear
not only in Finland but also in Sweden. The fourth biggest player is Norwegian hydro electricity
producer Statkraft.

The market is characterised by lowest power prices in Europe, two electricity exchanges and
continuous power trade across the borders. Some electricity companies are quoted in Stockholm and
Helsinki stock exchanges. Sydkraft together with two other listed Swedish companies have nuclear
assets in their production portfolio.

The above described market change from national and less open utility driven sector has clear
impacts to companies strategies and consequently also to communications.

New target groups

From corporate communications' point of view the most interesting change is the new target
groups. It is not any more possible to restrict to personnel, media, people next to power plants,
visitors or decision makers. Customers and especially owners, investors and analysts need more and
more concern.

New language

At the very same time the communications language will change to more business-like. Power
plants will be generation assets, for example. Companies will be positioned differently, and their
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success will be evaluated in monetary terms like earnings, profits, dividends etc. opposing the
previous terawatt-hour, megawatt or load-factor era.
There are other language related challenges than the need to command, for example, technical,
environmental and business language. For example, FVO communicates today in three different
languages - Finnish, Swedish and English.

Insider rules and new information practices

In case of privatisation the stock exchanges require insider rules and open information policy. All
share pice sensitive information must be disseminated simultaneously to all interested parties in the
market. This normally increases companies'information activities.

New peer groups

A listed company will be followed carefully by the business journalists against a new reference
group - the best companies in best performing industries. This new business orientation will
strongly assist nuclear to become business as usual - the norinalisation looked after by many nuclear
communicators.

New image

This all opens new challenges and possibilities to re-build nuclear image, for example nuclear will
be re-located in the media: from environmentally oriented pages to business columns. Companies
having nuclear assets will get powerful advocates from the international financing circles - in case
the company's nuclear business is economically sound and free from future unpredictable costs. This
is surely the case in Finland with excellent track record of availability, strong nucwaste program
and continuous modernisation of the plants. In Sweden, nuclear prospects are, however, gloomier
due to politics in spite of the fact that there is also very liberal electricity market there.

New energy policies

Market economy in electricity will also ease governmental nationally oented energy policies and
let market forces to decide whether investments are viable or not. This is positive for nuclear - again
if and only if the power plants are managed in an economically viable way. Deregulation may open
the market from political deadlock to new nuclear investments in case the above mentioned
requirements are OK.

All in all, market change comes sooner or later to regions not yet liberalised. It will challenge
nuclear companies and their communications. The change always creates opportunities and in
nuclear case the chances are good - if and only if the existing or future plants are economically
viable.
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